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R. 3. Boyd, Assistant Director for Reactor Projects DRL n - , , ,

THRU:

OCONEE NUCL2AR STATION UNITS 1, 2 AND 3 - DOG 2 MOS. 50-269, 50-2/0 AND
50-237

,e have reviewed and evaluated the information sulaenitted in the Occace'

Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3 Final Jafaty Analysis Report. Included
in this review are the following 3accock and Wilcox Topical Reports which
are incorporated by reference in the application:

3AW-10006 "2eactor Vessel Material Jurveillance Program"

3A4-10007 "Ccatrol Rod Drive Systaa Test Program"

3x4-10008 - Part 1 " Reactor Internals Stress and Deflection Due
to LOCA and Mariuum Hypothetical Sarthquake"

3Ni-10013 " Analysis of the Structural Integrity of the Reactor
Vessel Suojected to a Thermal Shock"

For the preceding, our arca of review consists of the following:
,

1. Design and Fabrication of the Beactor Coolant System

2 Cesign, Fabrication, and Material Surveillance Prodraa for the Reactor
Vasael

3. Design, Fabrication, and Test Program for the Coatrol Rod Drive System
1

4 Design and Faarication of Cther Class I Componcats

5. Missile Protection for Primary systems and 3ngineered Safety Features
Inclindin,g_ Flywheel Integrity

6. Inservice Inspection of Primary Systems and I:ngiacered Safety Features

7. Lean Detect!.on trovisioas for Primary Systems and 71uid Carrying
Engineering 40- :y Features
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Due to late submitte', m'-10003 - Part 2. " Fuel Assemaly Stress and Deflection
Analysis Due to Losh if-Coolaat Accident and 3eismic Excitation", is currently
acing ev 1"ated. The rt'alts of this evaluation will de reported later.

The applicatiop d s not contaia sufficient infor=ation to allow us to
complete our . Lew for the a'aova items. A list of questions is enclosed
which indicates the additioaal iaformation we require.

A. 4. Drocerick, Chief
Contaiar. cat i Componcat Tachnology

RT-331A Branch
DiL:CS.'T3:KRJ Divinon of 2aactor Liceaaing

2nclosure:
List of Ouesticas

cc w/oncl:
C. Long, DRL
A. Schuncer, DEL

bec: S . 14 vine , DRL

R. C. DcYoung, DRL
A. W. Drocerick, DRL
K. R. Wichman, DRL
J. P. Knight , DRL
M. B. Fairtile , DRL
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1.0 .9eactor Coel mt 3:70te:

1.1 Please discuss cc pliance nith G2n:ral 32 sign Criterion 35 in light of

the following statement cf impletantation:

a. Those pipes with . call thickness less ther. ! .2 inch need not have

caterial property tests (such as Charpy V-nutch) if (1) they are

austenitic stainicas steel, or (2) the ferritic ncterial is nor-

malizad (heat tr:ated), or (3) the ferritic material has been

fabricat:d to " fine ,7ain practice".

b. Pipes with vall thici: ness greater than 1/2 inch must have a nil-

cuctility transitica teaperature M *F below anticipal.ed temprature

when the syste hac a potential for being Icudad to abov:n 20,5 cf

the design pressure. Ferritic material with an ?!OTT cf -20 *F cr

austenitic stainless steel vill also fulfill the raciairenanta.

1.2 Previcus develop ent efforts (such as those under FVRC auspices) have

beendevotedtbthedotartinationofstreesdistributionsandeffectiva

elastic constants of perforated platas under thermal inplare and tranoverse

loadings. Although a major application of this theory is to the analycis
:
i

of the tube sheets in heat exchang:rs, these efforts, to data, have inclue.an

!

!

)

)
!
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no serious atteupt to determine the stress state and effective clastic
.

constants in an actual structure, consisting of tubes avocei and welded

into the perferated plate. The ASM2 Section III stress analysis procedure

is based upon the perforate 1 plate methsd described above. In light of

this background, plcace discuss the analytical tr2atment of the tuba-tube-

sheet complex (as an integral structare) of the steem generators for the

Oconee Station.

13 Please provide a sur. nary of the sximm stress intensities and cumulative

damage usage factors calculated for the steem generators acec panied by

skcbehes illustrating the points of analysis.

1.4 Tnble h.8 of the FS.'.E lists design cycles for certain transient conditions

which are stated to be for equipment design purpcses (LO year life) and

not intended to be actual transients or to reflect actual o;;erating pro-

cedures. Parther information is requested in order to establish the

margin between these design cycles and the operating cycles the plant

is expected to experience during its lifetite.

15 The FSAR states that the reactor coclant pump casings are designed, fabri-

cated, inspected, and tested to meet the intent of ACME Code Section III,

Class A vessels. Please outline briefly the stress analysis procedures used

for the pump casing, furnishing references as appropriate, and provide

a summary of stress intensities and cumulative damage usage facters

obtained. Confirm the absence of any deviations frca Code requirements

other than lack of code stamping.

!
|

|

|

|

|
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1.6 Please amplify the brict diacussicn of the cupporta for the reacter vessel,

pressuriser, stoca generator, and puap and n;tcr to include:

a. A deceripticn of the ex.Sected action of each of the elements cf the

support structure (s) and hcv the?e tot * cca accc molace all nor:r.:1,

etercency, and faulted 1cading conditions within the allovabi2 stress

limits for tha su.n.certal coupcneat> i.e., com'liance with para ~"a.cha c

U h73 cf AO::E Ccde, Jaction III.

b. Quantitative streca licita for the support structures for the lcading

cc binationa delineated on paga 4-4 cf the F5A3.

c. Shatchea cr drawinca of the suppcrcc which provide aufficient detail

to illustrate che infer =ction requested in a.

17 Plence discuac the effect of differential settlement of the foundation

in creating relative displacacents of the reactor ecolant systen supportc

reculting in additional piping reactions at the reactor vessel nocales

and clailar effects en ether major components of the systan. In thic

discussion plecae include ancuers to the follcuing specific cuestions:

that is the magnitude of relative su port displacc 2nt und2r whicha.

tha streas intensity linits of A3::2 Section III will not be eneceded'.

b. 'lhat guarentee is there that the preceding limit vill not be violated;,
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1.8 In formulating the operating prec:ure-temperature relationship limits to

accommodate the expected UDTf values durin~ the life of this plant, (page

4-25) has consideration been given to the precence of cracks or cracklike

defects either procent initially or developing in service insofar as the

effect that such strecs intensifiers could have'cn the initiation of a

brittle code of failure?

1

1

19 Hou have flou induced vibration loads been considered in the desi n of i
C

the primary system? Please stata the extent, methcds and findingc of the

analyses or tests which have been cade. In this statement please include

the ancuers to the follouing crecific questicns:

a. Have both ncrraal and emergency modas of operation been considered?

b. 1 hat design limits, esplitude and frequency apply to these conditions?

c. Pleace discucs the tests which are considered necessary for tha Oconec

plant. In these discussions include the type and extent of instru-

mentation planned.

1.10 Please decerite in detail the analycis an4/or testing procedures that

have been used to determine that the nuclear steca cupply system (reactor

vessel, steam generators, reacter ecolant pumps, etc. ) tects Seicnic class I

criteria. Include in this discussion the following:

a. A detailed description and sketch of the rathematical acdel(s) of the

system, including a discussion of the degrees of freedca and methods

of lu= ping masses, determining section properties, etc.
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b. A discuscion of the analytical procedures used, including where appli-
.

.

cable the methods of ecmputing periods, mode shapec, modal participa-

tion facters, and the procedures for computing design accelerationc,

displacements, shears, and coments.

A discussion of the pcacibility cnd significance of dynamic couplingc.

between the nuclear steca system and the supporting ctructure (internal

structure within tha containnant building).

d. A listing of the damping values ucad.

2.0 Reactor

2.1 _Reacter Vessel

2.1-1 Describe any special requirements, in addition to thcsc specified in

Secticn III of the AS:.2 Code, imposed on the reactor

vessel design by local state regulation.

2.1-2 Discuca the magnitude of the stress in the reactor vessel membrsne

induced by Gamma ray heating.

s 2.1-3 were ring forgings used for reacter chell acetiens cthar than elecure

flanges? If so, please provide a list 6 ving the vescel (Unit 1, 2,1

or 3) and the location of these forcings.

2.1-4 Diccus5 the extent to which electroslag velding was used in the

fabrication of Class I cystems. D2 scribe the process, its variables,

and the quality control procedures employed.

|
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2.1-5 Ucre any Class I cocycnents, in whole or in part, designed and/or

fabricated in a forcicn country?

2.1-6 In reference to the summaries of pri:aary plus cecondary stresc

intensitiec and cu=ulative fatigue usage factora for ccrpenents

of the reactor vescel, ploace Irovide skccchec illustrating the

points of analysis and a discuccion of the recults of the transient

strecs analyces.

2.1-7 Discuss transienta, cuch ac lecc of flow and loss of load, that

cause ter.perature and precsure excursicns influencing the cumulative

fatigu2 factor of the reactor veccel in a significant canner.

2.1-0 Pleaue cpecify any neccle penetrations, in the reactor vessel or

heads other than incere inctrucentaticn and control rod drive nocaleu,.

that are partially penetration velded into the vecsel or heads.

*C2.1-9 It is stated that the nominel values chosen to c; press the parancters

involved in this analyces provido an "adequato taargin of cafety".

Since the conclusionc drawn by this report are baced entirely cn

these ncainal valucc, please discuac c3 quantitatively ac poccible

the criteria used to determine tnic cdequate cargin of cafety.

"a Luestions on dd.v-ivulo
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**2.1-10 A number of the noninal values used are baced on assu=ptions for

which no justification 13 61ven, e.g., a manitun water jet velocity

of 4 times that computed from the mass flow rate and the total

annular crea (page 5). It la impossible to complete the review

of this report until the basic for these ascucpticna are given.

# 22.1-11 Eccause of the difficulty in cbtaining valid KIC data for heavy

cection (thich) matericl thare are very few data points available

at this time. The da c ubich are available exhibit a considerable

spreed. Please discuas the ma:.nar in which and the extent to which

this data cpread vaa considered in this analysis.

* 2.1-12 2e entrapolation rrocedure uccd for the nominal irradistad K IC

data precumas that th-: chape cf the irradiated curve vill be exactly

that of the unirradicted data. Pleace discuco the basis fer this

accumption.

*a2.1-13 The statement 10 cade (page 15) that crack crrest vill eccur at a

point where the strosa intensity (K;) drops belev the static r:IC
value. Pleace discuac the basic for this statement when considering

a dyncaic (running) crack.

*32.1-14 Pleace discuss the mathed(s) employed to determine the nice and

configuration of the critical flcv considered in this analysis.

*a Questicns on JR.i-1CU10
.
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2.2 Pcactor Internclu

*b .2-1 Pleccc briefly describe the derivation of Figure 10 of the report,2

" Shear Force on Core for 3c-Inch and 28-Inch Ruptures".

*b .2-2 It la ctated that all ecmponente vill be designed to encura against2

structural inctcbilities, regardless of stress level. The c0ra

support chield and core bcrral chello vere analyced for unctable

collapce due to enternal praccure; however, were the contrcl rol

guide tubes analycad for colutn buckling effecta due to cocbined

LCCA and seicnic leadingc? lra there any other components of the

reactor interncic for which buckling is a scacible tede of failure

under t.ny of the design lendin;; cc=binatiors?

*02.2-3 Plccce provide the baces for the apprcpriate dyncric load factors

used in the stress and deflection analysis with encrples of such

factors end the'tr effect cn the racult (para 5raph 3 1 5).

*b .2-4 The report statec that ceicnic lond vere determined frem the recpence2

spectra for the decign basis and ma.xicac hypothetical earthouckes

specified for the site of Sacrc ento 13unicipal Utility Districc's

Rancho-Seco Station, Uni: "c. 1. pleace discuss hcv the ceicnic

loads were determined from the responce spectra. Give sufficient

detail to show the development of tha caistic 1cadings frca the

$rcund motion inputs for the containment structure to the final

*b (uestions on en.,-ivucc, prat i
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input used for the analycic of the internalc ctructural members.

In addition, please deceribe in detail all dynamic analyces pro-

cedures uced in determining strecce: and deflectienc for reactor

internals under ceicnic lccdinga. Include in the diccucsion the

following:

A detuiled descripticn of all mathematical model(c) of thea.

cyctcm including a diccuccicn of the degrees of frcedem and

methode of lumping maccea, determining cection propertiec, etc.

b. A diccuccion of the analytical procedures uced, including where

npplienble the methcdc of ccmputing pericds, =cde chapes, and

medal participation facters.

A licting of any darmping values that vere uced.c.

d. A list c pointe at rhich there are changes in stress analycic

methods, e.g., dynamic to static, elastic to plastic, and the

bases for such changec.

u
"b2.2-5 Diccuccicn of the 9 multimana mcdel, Figure 22, included reference

to a more detailed multimacs acdel tich it vac stated, indicated

that the number of macces aced in Figure 22 was adequate. lease

decerite the more detailed multimaca mcdel and discuce thc bacis

upon which the results fec= thic model determined the adequacy of

the model uced in Figure 22.

|
|

|

_____._______________

*b questicas en EA'4-1 COOS, Dart 1
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*b . 2-6 Please clarify Whether the deflection sunnary of Table 2 of the2

* report includes the ef fect of the concurrent earthquake.
4

*b . 2-7 It is stated that the plenum cylinder and reinforcement plate ucre2

treated ca a flat plate with a uniforn pressure load in the calcul-

; stien of stress and deficction. Please describe the configuration
;

and dimensions of the codel and the boundary conditions assumed,

c.3., edr,e fixity.

*b .2-8 Please confirm that the ceabined stress, Pb+E is 11,000 psi2 m

i for the control rod guide tube as reported in Section 3.2.2.3.
1
;

*b .2-9 In reference to the stress sunnary of Table 1 of the report, please2

confirm the identity of the earthouche involved. In addition,

provide the following infornatien:

a. Examples of heu LOCA and seir.nic stresses vere ccabined to

give the = cst censervative results for these concurrent loading
,

conditions.

b. A separate sutrary of stress in'ensities due to th a desipr.

basis carthquake, i.e. , en B&'4's terminology, ma::inun hypothe-
,

I tical earthquake.
!

| *

*b Questicas on BAW-10003, Part 14

,

!
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* b . 2 -10 Please confirm the existance of, and correct the errors in2

equations (5), (7), and Figute B-2 (d) of Appendix B.

*b .2-11 For loading combination case IV, please provide a comparison2

between the stated stress limits and a membrane st rain limit

of 20% of uniform st rain for the mate rials of concern.

*b .2-12 Please identify the material roterred to as SA 210?. B on page2

A-3 of Appendix A since it does not appear to be an ASME

specification aaterial. Whe re is this caterial used?

*b2.2-13 Please ar:plify the discussion of Appendix D of the report

concerning the stress limits and Sm values chosen for lood

combination cases II, III, and IV. This discussion should

address itself to:

a. The bases upon which S values and stress limits werem

selected.

b. The e f fect of actual service stresses in bolts such as

those produced by preload, pressure, and dif fe rential

thermal expansion on the stress limits specified.

*b Qucations on BAW-1UOud, Part i

1
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2.2-14 The FSAR does not present sufficient information concerning

the specific non-destructive examinations and inspections

performed for the reactor internals. Please provide a

complete listing of all such examinations and inspections

and identify the standards which apply in each case.

2.3 Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program

Babcock & Wilcox Topical Report , CAW-10006 " Reactor Vessel Material

Surveillance Progran", June 1969, is refe renced in the FSAR. The

following questions c:: press our concern with the material surveillance

program as described in both the Topical Report and Section 4 of the

FSAR.

2.3-1 If the Oeunce Nuclear Station Unit 1 is the Nuclear Plant No. 1
present practice will

in Table 4 of BAW-10006, our/ require five surveillance cap-

sules in the region of sienificant neutran exposure. The capsule

exposures must be correlated to the point of maximum pressure

vessel exposure. The five capsules need not have equal exposures

but all capoules should have exposures of no less than 505 of

the wall maximun valua nor more than 300% of the wall iaaximum

value.

present practice will
2.3-2 Our/ require that three surveillance capsules be included in a

planned withdrawal schedule for all the nuclear plants in Table

4 of BAW-10006 following Nuclear Plant No. 1. Pl ant No. 1 |
1

should schedule withc'-awal of all five of its capsules.

-
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2.3-3 A surveillance program is required for every B&W nuclear plant

covered now or in the future 'y BAW-10006, thus there shouldn't

be an arbit rary cut-of f past Nuclear Plant No. 9 in Table 4

2.3 4 Provide additier ul discussion of the following:

a. The predicted end-of-life fluence is stated to be 2.2

19x 10 n/cm2 What limits of error should be assigned

to this value as a consequence of the degree of uncertainty

of this calculation?

b. Has sufficient archive material been set aside to fabri-

cate enough specin: ens f or a minimum of two capsules for

each of the three vescels?

Provide the chemist ry of the vessel materials, incladingc.

the residual element content in weight percent to the

ne are s t 0.013.

3.0 Control Rod Drive System

*C3.1 It is impoacible to directly correlate a short term test program with

the long term reliability of a piece of mechanical equipment. Some

insight can be gained, howeve r, by reviewing the chronology of the

test progran which indicates whe re modifications, repairs , or adjustments

were made during the tests and the reasons for these actions. Ple ase

provide this chronology.

=c Questions on BAW-tuuos

|

|
t
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*c3.2 The re is no indication of the design codes which are applicable and
.

*

applied or the stress, deformation and f atigue limits for non-code

items. Please discuss the analytical approaches taken in a format

which will include the above items and which will demonst rate the

margins of safety provided under normal working conditions and

hypothetical accident conditions.

*C3.3 The springs which release the roller nuts are a key safety feature of

the design yet t he re is no descriptive or functional inf ormation given

for these iteas in the report. The following information will be

necessary to permit an independent technical assessment of this feature

of the desi n.6

a. Spring material and material specification

b. Fabrication techniques

c. Design stresses

d. Drawings or sketches showing the tolerances , location and dis-

placements of the springs as well as the spring seat configuration (s)

*c3.4 The use of a motor torque test to determine the ability of the unit to

drive in a stuck rod Joes not take into account nume rous f actors which

have degrading ef fects on the capacity of the unit. Among the more
,

significant of these factors are: t he se al , bearing and bushing f rictica

resulting from the eccentricities of the column members (lead screw,

extention shaft, etc.) unde r high compressive lo ad s ; the bearing loads :

horisontal displacement of inte rnal components and propensity for

Ac Qdea L LCnd on 88.v-1UUV)
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galling or jaaming.

Until such time as this type of effect is adequately considered, the

stuck rod drive capacity must be conside red unproven. Please indicate

what action you intend to takr to address these concerns.

*C3.5 All tests reported in BAW-10007 have been performed on a prototype unit.

Since there are usually a large number of significant changes in design,

materials tolerances and f abrication techniques when production units

are made it is usually necessary to repeat the basic tests with pro-

duction units. Please discuss the test program contemplated for the

production units and the criteria to which these units will be evaluated.

*C3.6 Please discuss the effects of seal le ak age Crce the standpoint of

degrading ef fects on position control and indication switches.

*c3.7 Discuss the tests and/or analyses that have been employed to establish

criteria for assessing the damage which would result f rom operator error

or minor malfunctions such as over-driving a limit swit eit.

*e3.3 One of the primary consideraticas in assessing the long term reliability

of a mechanical system under reactor environment is the effects of

aging and long term exposure to this environment. In order to make a

judgement on these effects it wi'11 be necessary to have a list of the

metals, lubric ant s , insulat ions , etc. , which were tested in the prototype

unit.

*c Questiona on EAW-lV0Vi
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4.0 Other Class I Systems and Components

4.1 The FSAR ident ifico ASME Code , Section III plus code interpretations

and code addenda issued through Sumn.er 1967 as being specified for

applicabic Class I components of this plant. Does this requirement

apply equally to all three units of Oconee? Please identify any

dif ferences in specified code requirements between Units 1, 2, and 3.

4.2 Please specifically list those Class I systems which contain a Class I

to lowe r class inte rf ace and/or a Nuclear Steam System supplier to A&E

responsibility transfer.

4.3 Section 1C of Amendment S to the FSAR, System Design Criteria, does not
,

~

specifically identify all systems and components by seismic classifica-

tion, i.e. , Class I or II. Please provide such classification for all
t

applicable components end systems.
!

4.4 Please describe in detail the analysis procedures u ed to determine that

the Class I piping within the reactor building meets seismic Class I

c rite ria. Include in this discussion the following:

] a. The methods utilized to determine the input for the piping analyses.
!

b. A discussion of the analytical procedures used, including the methods

of computing the stif fness and mass matrices, periods, mode shapes,

and participation f actors, and the procedurer for computing design

accelerations, displacements , she ars , moments , and stresses,

c. Typical mathematical models for several piping systems for the

| Oconee plant.

| |

t.
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4.5 llow have Class I rechanical component s been determined to qualify for
~

service under seismic and other emergency loading conditions? Please.

discuss the means used for the Oconee plant relating the methods used

to the f requency spectra and amplitudes calculated to exist at the

equipment support and the predicted eme rgency environment. llave tests

or analysis included the equipment in the operational mode as well as

statically; if not, what is the basis for assuming that such items as

emergency core coolant pumps and drives will start and run, if needed,

under these loadings?

5.0 Missile Protection For Primary Systems
.

5.1 Please expand your description of the provisions used to protect the

reactor primary ,ystem, other vit al systems, and st ructural supports

f or these sy ,tems f rom missile hazards. Include a discussion of design

criteria, missile shields, missile spectrum, missile velocities and the
,

penetration formulas used.

5.2 Failure of a primary pump flywheel could result in the generation of

missiles capable of severely damaging equipment within the containment.

Provide the results of an evaluation assessing the potential consequencea

from possible missiles generated by f ailure of a flywheel. Describe the

program to be fo11 cued to minimize the probability for experiuncing a

flywheel failure, including the consideration to be given to material

select ion, design margins , f abriev': ica, f ailure analyses, accept ance

testing, inse rvice inspection requirements, and other special quality
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assurance measures. What practical measures can be taken to provide

.

missile protection to vital equipment that could be damaged by missiles

generated by f ailure of the flywheel?

5.3 Failure of the bearings on the primary pump motor shaf t or of the shaft

itself could lead to creation of a missile consisting of the flywheel

and part of the motor shaft. Either f ailure could conceivably lead

to creation of missiles through breakup of the flywheel. Provide the

resultc of an analysis of the c2fects of applicable load combinations,

including saismic loads, on the pump motor unit, and indicate the margins

against failure of the bearings, the shaft, and other critical components.

Provide your assessr:ent of .the potential consequences of various f ailures.

6.0 Inse rvice Inspection

6.1 You state that your plans for inservice inspection of the reactor

coolant system are patterned atter the "Draf t ASME Code for Inservice

Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Systcas". If any of the reactor

coolant system pressure boundary area initial base line tests called

for in this draf t code are to be ooitted, please identify the areas

and discuss your reasons for rot testing them. Should any areas be

precluded f rom an inse rvice inspection, where required in the draf t code,

due to inac'cessibility, discuss the reason for such nonaccessibility.

6.2 Technical Specification, 15.4.6 - Reactor Coolant Sys tma, refers to

Appendix 4B of the FSAR, this reference appears to be 4A. The material

of this Appendix should be expanded to include inspection intervals and
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types of inspection. In add'. ion, include the withdrawal schedule for

the material surveillance capsules for each of the three units.

6.3 Describe your inservice inspection program for the Class I Mechcnical

Systems outside the primary system pressure boundary, including items

to be inspected, inspection schedule, and types of inspection. Some

items to be considered are primary vessel supports, primary punp

flywheels, and all the engineered safety features in the category of

Class I Mechanical.

7.0 Leak Octectien

With regard to the leak detect-:on for the primary system provide additional

discussion of the following: '

The sensitivity of the leak detection systems for the primary coolanta.

pressure boundary and the control room alarms provided.

b. Technical Specification 15.3.1.4 - Leakage, statcs that the reactor

will be shut down if an unidentified leak of 3 gpm or an identified
present practice will

leakage of 30 gpm develops in the primary system. Our,tequire shutdown

for unidentified leakage when the leak rate reaches 1 gpm, or for a total

leakage of 10 gpm when it is identifiable.

c. Describe the leak detection systems provided for other Class I fluid
1

)systems, and list those Class I fluid systems for which no special leak !

detection system is provided.

|

|


